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TABLE A - SUMMARY OF KEY SATISFACTION RESULTS FROM TENANT SATISFACTION SURVEY 2021 

ARC indicator 
number 

Measure 
% tenants very and fairly 

satisfied 2018  
% tenants very and 
fairly satisfied 2021  

Indicator Survey method Face to face Telephone & online 

Indicator 1 
Satisfaction with Association’s overall 
service  

92.7% 82.0% 

Indicator 2 
Satisfaction with being kept informed 
about services and decisions  

95.0% 92.8% 

Indicator 5 
Satisfaction with opportunities to 
participate in decision making  

95.0% 74.7% 

Indicator 7 Satisfaction with quality of home  91.8% 79.5% 

Indicator 12 Satisfaction with repairs in last year 90.0% 78.6% 

Indicator 13 
Satisfaction with contribution of 
Association to management of 
neighbourhood  

92.3% 80.0% 

Indicator 25 
Rating of rent as very good or fairly good 
value for money 

91.8% 75.9% 
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Executive Summary 

This tenant satisfaction survey was carried out by Knowledge Partnership on behalf of Cordale Housing Association 

(Cordale Housing) using an interviewer led telephone questionnaire and an online survey, (the latter being 

administered by e-mail). The survey was carried out between February 4th 2021 and March 5th 2021, and by the 

conclusion of the survey period 239 tenants had completed a survey, representing 48.9% of all sampled tenants. 

Context to the 2021 survey results 

We observe that the 2021 tenant survey results are generally weaker than those recorded in 2018  which was the 

Association’s most recent large scale tenant satisfaction survey.  One factor that appears to have had a bearing on 

the 2021 survey results is the Coronavirus lockdown, whereby tenants who have been in contact with Cordale 

Housing during this period but not had their enquiry resolved, are generally less satisfied in their rating of the 

Association. For example, for tenants whose issues have been resolved during lockdown, 86.0% are satisfied with 

Cordale Housing’s overall service. Conversely, where matters have not been resolved during this time, tenants’ 

overall satisfaction is 64.1% (across all tenants, overall satisfaction in 2021 is 82.0%). 

The 2021 survey results 

We provide here a summary of the 2021 survey.  We have reported the full survey results for the year, and also 

made comparisons with 2018 and the current Scottish Government Charter figures for RSLs (noting however, that 

these figures are based on surveys conducted over the period June 2017 to September 2020 and therefore do not 

fully reflect the challenges presented by Coronavirus, as will be the case with Cordale Housing’s 2021 survey figures). 

Overall satisfaction 

➢ Taking everything into account, 82.0% of Cordale Housing’s tenants are satisfied with services overall in 2021 

whilst 9.2% are dissatisfied.  In 2018, 92.7% of tenants were satisfied overall, whilst the latest Scottish RSL 

housing average (2019-20) for overall satisfaction is 89.3% (source: ARC data, published 4th December 20201). 

➢ Overall tenant satisfaction in 2021 varies slightly by housing area with a high of 83.6% satisfied in the Cordale 

and Caledonia New Build responsibility area, and 81.3% satisfied in the Cordale responsibility area. 

➢ Tenant satisfaction also varies by dwelling type e.g. 87.5% of tenants living in tenements are satisfied overall 

compared to 75.7% of tenants living in end or mid-terraced homes.  In addition, tenants whose properties have 2 

apartments (89.2% satisfied) are more positive about overall satisfaction than those who live in larger, 4 or more 

apartment homes (72.2%). 

➢ In general, households who are retired and those aged over 65 tend to be more satisfied than those who are 

aged 25 to 44, or those who are employed. Households containing no children (89.3% satisfied) are also much 

more positive about housing services than those which do contain children (72.8%). 

Housing quality 

➢ Most tenants (79.5%) are satisfied with housing quality (15.5% are dissatisfied).  The 2021 figure for satisfaction 

is much lower than 2018 (91.8% satisfied) and is also behind the RSL average (87.8%). 

➢ Housing quality satisfaction is variable according to the type of dwelling the tenant lives in e.g. amongst those 

living in 4 in block homes, 83.8% of tenants are satisfied with housing quality which contrasts with a figure of 

73.2% for tenants living in detached or semi-detached houses. House size is also associated with housing quality 

 
1 Note, an estimated 95% of these surveys were carried out pre-Covid 19 
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i.e. satisfaction is highest for tenants living in 2 apartment homes (87.9%), and lowest for those living in 4 or 

more apartment homes (69.5%). 

➢ Tenants who do not have children living at home are much more satisfied with housing quality (85.2% satisfied) 

when compared to households that include children (74.1%). 

➢ We observe from analysis that 87.4% of tenants who agree that their service charge is affordable are also very or 

fairly satisfied with the quality of their home. For those tenants who disagree that this charge is affordable, 

62.0% are satisfied with the quality of their home suggesting a potential link between service charge levels and 

housing quality. 

Repairs service 

➢ Approx. eight in ten tenants (78.6%) in 2021 were satisfied with the repair service; 16.2% were dissatisfied (both 

figures are for repairs carried out in the last 12 months).  In 2018, satisfaction with the repair service was 90.0%. 

➢ In relation to property type and size, the tenants who are most satisfied with the repair service are those living in  

tenements (85.0% satisfied) and 2 apartment homes (83.4%). The least satisfied tenants on this measure are 

those that live in end or mid terraced houses (73.3%) and 4 or more apartment homes (72.0%). 

➢ Retired tenants (83.8% satisfied) and those who are not working e.g. job seekers, career etc. (89.5%) are much 

more satisfied with the repair service than tenants who are working (72.2%). 

Information and participation 

➢ More than ninety percent (92.8%) of tenants in 2021 said their landlord was good at keeping them informed 

about services and decisions whilst 2.1% said they were poor on this measure (in 2018, 95.0% said the Cordale 

Housing was good at keeping them informed). The RSL average for keeping tenants informed is 91.9% meaning 

that the Association is performing similarly to the Scottish landlord average on this measure. 

➢ Tenants’ rating of their satisfaction with opportunities to participate in 2021 may have been influenced by the 

survey method (telephone and online), and now stands at 74.7%, with 20.2% responding ‘neither-nor’. This 

compares to 95.0% satisfied in 2018 (which utilised face to face interviewing using showcard information).  The 

current RSL average for satisfaction with opportunities to participate is 83.7%.   

➢ Most tenants are not enthusiastic about changing the Association’s methods of participation i.e. 36.2% are 

satisfied with the current range and 32.3% are not interested in taking part in decisions. The two main 

suggestions made for making participation easier for tenants are having more local events/activities (10.3%) and 

providing more ways to participate online (6.9%). 

Digital 

➢ Most tenants (68.2%) have access to the Internet although access levels tend to decline with age e.g. 100.0% 

access for those aged 16 to 24 compared to 14.3% for tenants aged over 75. 

➢ On average, 57.0% of tenants with Internet access agree that the Association should continue to provide more of 

its services online (this figure rises to 68.9% for tenants who are already online and have an e-mail address). 

Approx. one in four tenants (27.5%) disagree that the Association should expand its range of online services 

(15.5% don’t know).  

➢ Amongst tenants with an Internet connection, 25.2% have used the Connect app; 72.0% have not, with the main 

barriers to use being a preference for telephone contact (31.4%), not knowing much about the service (23.5%), 

not needing to use the service yet (22.5%), and not being interested in Connect (21.6%). Use of Connect is 
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closely associated with age e.g. 46.2% of tenants with an Internet connection who are aged 16 to 24 have used 

this app compared to 0% of tenants aged 75 plus. 

➢ Asked what was their preferred means of contacting Cordale Housing, most tenants (84.2%) said telephone 

whilst 23.1% said e-mail. We note that overall, combining all types of digital preferences together e.g. e-mail, 

text, Connect etc., 24.8% of tenants would use digital means to contact the Association while 75.2% would not 

use these methods. 

Rent and bills 

➢ Most tenants (75.9%) rate rent value for money as good in 2021; 11.0% say rent value is poor and 13.3% 

answered ‘neither good nor poor’ value.  During 2018, 91.8% of tenants said that rent was good value for money 

whilst the RSL average is 82.8% of tenants saying rent is good value. 

➢ In terms of dwelling type, tenants living in end or mid terraced homes are the most positive on rent value (77.0% 

say rent is good value), whilst the least positive are those living in four in a block homes (73.5%). In relation to 

property size, tenants living in 2 apartment homes are the most likely to say that rent is good value for money 

(81.8%) whilst tenants living in 4 or more apartment homes are the least likely to be positive about rent value 

(71.4% say rent is good value). 

➢ Most tenants (72.0%) agree that their rent is affordable (8.9% disagree), whilst 61.6% say that any service 

charges are affordable (12.5% disagree). On the matter of affordability of household energy bills, 66.5% of 

tenants agree that these bills are affordable whilst 19.3% disagree. 

➢ We observe that there is an association between tenants’ views on rent affordability and value for money i.e. 

where the tenant agrees their rent is affordable, 87.0% rate rent as very good/fairly good value for money.  This 

contrasts with tenants who disagree their rent is affordable where only 47.6% agree that rent is good value for 

money (42.9% of this group says that rent is poor value for money). 

Neighbourhoods 

➢ Approx. eight in ten tenants (80.0%) are satisfied with the contribution of their landlord to the management of 

their neighbourhood (12.5% are dissatisfied).  The satisfaction level in 2021 is somewhat behind the figure for 

2018 (92.3%) and is also short of the RSL average (86.2%).  

Coronavirus lockdown 

➢ Tenants were asked to rate how Cordale Housing had managed its housing service during lockdown. In respect 

of this question, 75.1% of tenants are satisfied, 7.4% are dissatisfied, and 7.0% answered ‘neither satisfied nor 

dissatisfied’. 

➢ Most tenants (63.9%) have contacted Cordale Housing during lockdown and 2.6% have been contacted by 

Association staff (32.6% have not made any contact).  The twin issues on which tenants have contacted the 

Association during this time are day-day repairs (50.0%) and emergency repairs (34.7%).   

➢ Amongst tenants who have contacted the Association during lockdown, most (71.8%) agreed that their enquiry 

had been resolved by Cordale Housing staff whilst 26.2% said their enquiry had not been adequately resolved.  

We observe that these unresolved enquiries represent something of a drag on tenants’ overall satisfaction with 

Association services i.e. 64.1% of tenants with unresolved enquiries are satisfied with services overall compared 

to 86.0% for tenants where the enquiry had been resolved. 
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Conclusions 

The 2021 tenant satisfaction survey indicates that the majority of tenants (82.0%) are satisfied with the overall 

service they receive from their landlord. In addition, around eight ten tenants are satisfied with most key elements 

of the housing service such as repairs, quality of home, and being kept informed.  

Possible areas for further investigation 

Whist a majority of tenants have expressed satisfaction with the housing service they receive from the Cordale 

Housing, a minority have identified some dissatisfaction and based on the tenant feedback in these and other areas, 

we would propose the following as having potential for further investigation: 

− Just under one in six tenants (15.5%) are dissatisfied with housing quality, and for these tenants, the top 5 

improvements needed are: windows (62.2% of dissatisfied tenants), insulation (45.9%), bathrooms (43.2%), 

dampness/condensation (27.0%), and kitchens (21.6%). 

− We also note from the survey that 19.3% of tenants do not think that their home energy bills are affordable 

which may have implications for heating, insulation etc. 

− From the perspective of tenants who are dissatisfied with their last property repair (16.2%), the main areas for 

improvement are: completing the repairs on the first visit whenever possible (15.1% of all tenants); improving 

the quality of work and materials used (10.1%); and improving communication with Cordale Housing staff and 

contractors (both 9.2%). 

− The survey has indicated that approx. one in five tenants (20.2%) are potentially not aware of the various tenant 

participation opportunities that are open to them. These ‘unaware tenants’ are more likely to retired (23.2%) or 

working (21.3%). A small minority of tenants think that participation could be encouraged by offering more local 

events or activities (10.3%), more online participation (6.9%), and more feedback on the results of tenant input 

(6.9%). 

− Around one in four tenants (24.8%) have a preference for some form of digital contact with the Association, 

whilst 57.0% of those with Internet access think that Cordale Housing should continue to extend its digital 

service offering e.g. to facilitate repair requests online (22.8%). 

− Amongst tenants with Internet access, around one in four have still to use the Connect app but have not done so 

because they don’t know much about the service (23.5%) or haven’t yet needed to use it (22.5%). This suggest 

some scope amongst tenants who are already Internet users to create further demand for online services 

through promotion of the Connect app. 

− When asked what would improve their neighbourhood as a place to live, the top three tenant suggestions were: 

tackling dog fouling (17.4%), dealing litter (15.0%), and improving communal areas (14.1%).   

− Tenants who rated rent as fairly or very poor value for money indicated that improving the inside of the home 

(60.0% of tenants rating rent value as poor); reducing rent levels (56.0%); and reducing the level of the service 

charge (40.0%) would be the three main rent value improvement areas.  

− Failure to deal with tenants requests during Coronavirus, which affects 26.2% of tenants who have contacted the 

Association since March 2020, appears strongly associated with lower levels of overall tenant satisfaction i.e. 

64.1% overall satisfaction for this target group who together account for 16.3% of all survey responses. 
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− The three main items that tenants agree could be improved in terms of the Association’s service delivery during 

lockdown are contact and communication (29.1% of all tenants agree that this aspect of service could be 

improved), repair services (27.7%), and estates maintenance (22.3%). 
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Introduction 

This tenant satisfaction survey was carried out by Knowledge Partnership on behalf of Cordale Housing Association 

(the Association) using an interviewer led telephone questionnaire and an online survey.  The survey was 

administered between February 4th 2021 and March 5th 2021.   

Survey sampling and survey response 

The survey sampling frame comprised a stratified random sample of 499 tenant properties drawn from a population 

comprising all housing units. Telephone interviewing took place using a proportionate sampling method whereby 

interviews were administered according to factors such as scheme ID, property type etc.  Tenants responding to the 

online survey were self-selecting.  Table B shows the actual number and percentage of surveys that were obtained 

by housing area report code2 and compares these figures with the data for all Association stock. 

Table B – Survey sample by housing area report code (numbers and proportions) 

Housing area report code Completed surveys Percentage All stock Percentage 

DUNB 79 33.1% 177 35.5% 

RENTON 160 66.9% 322 64.5% 

Total 239 100.0% 499 100.0% 

 
As illustrated in table B, across a total of 239 completed surveys, there was a close match between the proportion of 

‘completes’ by housing area report code, and the ‘all stock’ percentages e.g. 33.1% of all interviews (surveys) were 

completed with tenants living in ‘DUNB’, compared to 35.5% of all tenants who live in this housing area.  The 

adjusted survey response rate is 48.9%; this excludes 9 tenants who asked to be withdrawn from the interview 

process at the pre-survey stage.  

Interviewee and property profile3 

The information presented below provides a breakdown of tenant surveys by the characteristics of age, household 

type/size, tenant status e.g. working, retired etc., ethnic grouping, housing benefit status, apartment size, and 

property type. 

Table C shows that a range of tenant age groups took part in the survey and illustrates for example that 6.3% of 

those responding were aged 16 to 24 years of age, 17.2% were aged 35 to 44 years etc. 

Table C –Survey sample by age group (base 239) 

Tenant age % all surveys Tenant age % all surveys 

16 to 24 6.3% 55 to 64 16.7% 

25 to 34 16.3% 65 to 74 13.4% 

35 to 44 17.2% 75 plus 6.2% 

45 to 54 23.8% Total 100.0% 

 
Table D illustrates the break-down of survey responses by household size/type.  This shows a wide range of 

households for example, 17.6% of all surveyed households comprised one adult under 60 years of age, 21.5% 

 
2 DUNB equates to the Cordale and Caledonia NB neighbourhood responsibility area; RENTON equates to the Cordale 
responsibility area 
3 Note the base for tenant profiling will vary according to the number of responses provided for a given question 
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comprised one adult aged 60 and over etc.  Households containing children represent 33.0% of all households that 

were surveyed. 

Table D –Survey sample by household size/composition (base 233) 

Household size/composition % all surveys Household size/composition % all surveys 

One adult under 60 17.6% 1 adult with children 13.7% 

One adult aged 60 or over 21.5% 2 adults with children 15.9% 

Two adults both under 60 7.7% 3 or more adults with children 3.4% 

Two adults, at least one 60 or over 11.2% Other/declined 3.0% 

Three or more adults 16 or over 6.0% Totals 100% 

 
As set out in table E,  most surveyed tenants were either or working (37.8%) or retired (23.8%). This table will add to 

more than 100% because tenants may have chosen more than one status e.g. part time work and student. 

Table E –Survey sample by tenant status (base 239) 

Status % all surveys Status % all surveys 

Full time/part time work 37.8% Student/training 3.7% 

Retired 23.8% Not seeking work/at home with children 3.3% 

Unable to work 20.9% Job seeker 1.7% 

Carer 7.8% Other/declined 2.9% 

 
Ethnic origin 

Most tenants surveyed were white, with 88.3% declaring themselves to be ‘White Scottish’, and 8.7% saying they 

were ‘White British’. Approx. two percent (1.6%) of those surveyed comprised another ethnic background, e.g. Irish. 

Almost two percent of tenants (1.3%) declined to answer this question. 

Housing benefit status 

Approx. half of tenants (49.0%) received government assistance to pay their rent whilst 43.1% were in not in receipt 

of any government help to pay their rent. A small proportion of tenants did not know or declined to answer this 

question (6.2%). 

Property size and type 

As illustrated in table F, most interviews were carried out with tenants living in 3 apartment homes (38.9%) and 

houses (48.5%). 

Table F  – Survey sample by dwelling size and type (base 239) 

Appt size % survey Property type % survey 

2 apt 31.0% Cottage 28.0% 

3 apt 38.9% Flat 23.4% 

4 or more apts. 30.1% House 48.5% 

Totals 100.0 Totals 100.0% 
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Data weighting 
 
The data presented in this report is un-weighted. Weighting can be applied if required following discussion with the 

Association. 

Report layout 

This report sets out tenant feedback on the questions that were posed in the survey.  For each section, figures are 

provided alongside the relevant commentary.   

Comparisons 

Throughout the report we have made comparisons where possible with the Association’s previous tenant 

satisfaction survey (2018). Note that for the Association’s 2021 survey, a telephone and online survey method was 

used. This was done to allow the service to meet its statutory reporting requirements whilst gathering tenant data in 

a non-contact way.  Previous tenant surveys have been carried out using face to face methods (2018) and it is likely 

that some of the variation between the 2021 and 2018 tenant survey results will be attributable to the change in 

survey method. In addition, the 2021 survey fieldwork was carried out at a time when all housing services were 

constrained by Coronavirus and this situation is likely to have had a bearing on the  survey results.   

We have also made comparisons in this report between Cordale Housing’s 2021 results and the 2019-20 RSL figures 

reported by the Scottish Housing Regulator in December 2020.  We would note here that 95% of the RSL results 

reported by the Regulator in December were compiled from surveys that were carried out before Coronavirus 

lockdown i.e. when housing services were unconstrained. 

For all of the reasons set out above we would advise caution when considering the comparisons made in this report 

between the Associations 2021 data, and the figures for 2018 and the RSL average. 

Rounding 

Note that as a result of the way Excel deals with rounding (rounding up all data), some figures in the charts and 

tables contained within this report may not sum to exactly 100%. 

Small data sets 

To make it easier to read the Excel charts, any figures of 2% or less have been excluded from the chart displays. 

Margin of error 

Based on population of 499 households, and a response rate of 239 completed surveys, the margin of error for the 

data contained in this survey is +-4.58%.   
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Overall Tenant Satisfaction  

Figure 1 sets out the level of tenant satisfaction with the overall service provided by Cordale Housing Association 

(Cordale Housing) and illustrates that 82.0% of tenants are satisfied in 2021.  Approx. on in ten tenants (9.2%) are 

dissatisfied with the Association’s service overall. The comparable Cordale Housing satisfaction figure for 2018 was 

92.7%. Amongst all other RSL’s submitting data to the Annual Return on the Charter (ARC) for 2019-20, the sector 

average satisfaction level recorded was 89.3%.4    

Figure 1 –Satisfaction with the overall service provided by Cordale Housing Association (base 239) 

Q-Taking everything into account, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service provided by Cordale 

Housing Association? 

 

Overall satisfaction by housing area 

Analysis of the responses for overall tenant satisfaction by housing area (table 1) illustrates some moderate 

variation, i.e. Cordale and Caledonia NB (new build) responsibility area (83.6% satisfied), and Cordale responsibility 

area (81.3%). 

 

 
4 This covers RSL surveys carried out between June 2017 and September 2020 (base 151 associations ex Cordale) 
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Table 1 - Overall satisfaction by housing area (base 239) 

Q-Taking everything into account, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service provided by Cordale 

Housing Association? 

Housing area 
Very 

satisfied 
Fairly 

satisfied 
Neither-

nor 
Fairly 

dissatisfied 
Very 

dissatisfied 
No 

opinion 

Cordale and Caledonia NB 
responsibility area 

45.6% 38.0% 7.6% 3.8% 5.1%  

Cordale responsibility area 48.8% 32.5% 8.1% 5.0% 4.4% 1.3% 

All areas 47.7% 34.3% 7.9% 4.6% 4.6% 0.8% 

 
Table 2 illustrates tenant satisfaction by tenant profile and shows that tenants who are older e.g. 65 to 74, (93.8% 

satisfied) or retired (93.0%) tend to be much more satisfied overall than those who are working (74.2% satisfied), 

have children at home (72.8%), or belong to a younger age group e.g. 66.7% of tenants aged 25 to 34 are satisfied 

overall. 

Table 2 - Overall satisfaction by tenant profile (base 239) 

Q- Taking everything into account, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service provided by Cordale 

Housing Association? 

Tenant profile 
Very 

satisfied 
Fairly 

satisfied 
Neither-

nor 
Fairly 

dissatisfied 
Very 

dissatisfied 
No 

opinion 

65 to 74 71.9% 21.9% 3.1% - 3.1% - 

Retired 68.4% 24.6% 3.5% - 1.8% 1.8% 

45 to 54 49.1% 42.1% 3.5% 1.8% 3.5% - 

Other not working 48.4% 41.9% 6.5% 3.2% - - 

Disabled household 58.4% 31.7% 3.0% 2.0% 4.0% 1.0% 

Single person household 52.7% 37.4% 3.3% - 5.5% 1.1% 

55 to 64 65.0% 25.0% 2.5% - 7.5%  

No children in household 54.4% 34.9% 4.7% 0.7% 4.7% 0.7% 

75 plus 53.3% 33.3% 6.7% - - 6.7% 

Unable to work 54.2% 31.3% 6.3% 4.2% 4.2% - 

16 to 24 13.3% 66.7% 13.3% 6.7% - - 

Two or more person 
household 

45.2% 34.1% 11.1% 5.9% 3.7% - 

Non-disabled household 40.0% 37.5% 11.7% 5.8% 5.0% - 

Working 32.6% 41.6% 11.2% 6.7% 7.9% - 

Children in household 36.4% 36.4% 14.3% 9.1% 3.9% - 

25 to 34 28.2% 38.5% 12.8% 10.3% 7.7% 2.6% 

35 to 44 39.0% 26.8% 17.1% 12.2% 4.9% - 

All tenants 47.7% 34.3% 7.9% 4.6% 4.6% 0.8% 

 
Tenant satisfaction by property type and size is shown in table 3 and illustrates that satisfaction is highest for tenants 

who live in flats/tenements (87.5% satisfied) but lowest for tenants living in end or mid terraced properties (75.7%). 

In terms of property size, tenants living in 2 apartment homes (89.2% satisfied) are more satisfied with services 

overall than those who live in larger homes, i.e. 4 or more apartment properties (72.2%). 
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Table 3 - Overall satisfaction by property profile (base 239) 

Q-Taking everything into account, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the overall service provided by Cordale 

Housing Association? 

Property profile 
Very 

satisfied 
Fairly 

satisfied 
Neither-nor 

Fairly 
dissatisfied 

Very 
dissatisfied 

No opinion 

2 apt. 50.0% 39.2% 2.7% - 6.8% 1.4% 

Flat 46.4% 41.1% 8.9% 1.8% - 1.8% 

Tenement 46.4% 41.1% 8.9% 1.8% - 1.8% 

Four in a block 44.1% 41.2% 5.9% 1.5% 7.4% - 

Cottage 44.8% 40.3% 6.0% 1.5% 7.5% - 

3 apt. 46.2% 37.6% 10.8% 3.2% 2.2% - 

Semi or detached 61.0% 19.5% 4.9% 9.8% 2.4% 2.4% 

House 50.0% 27.6% 8.6% 7.8% 5.2% 0.9% 

End or mid terrace 44.6% 31.1% 10.8% 6.8% 6.8% - 

4 or more apts. 47.2% 25.0% 9.7% 11.1% 5.6% 1.4% 

All types 47.7% 34.3% 7.9% 4.6% 4.6% 0.8% 

 
Housing service improvements 

Overall, 9.2% of all tenants are fairly or very dissatisfied with the service provided by their landlord in 2021.  The top 

5 groups that are most likely to be dissatisfied with services are: 

✓ Tenants aged 25 to 34   (18.0% dissatisfied) 

✓ Tenants aged 35 to 44   (17.1%) 

✓ Those living in 4 or more apts.  (16.7%) 

✓ Working tenants   (14.6%) 

✓ Tenants in end or mid terrace homes (13.6%) 
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Housing Quality Satisfaction 

Overall tenant satisfaction with the quality of housing is set out in figure 2 and reveals that 79.5% of tenants are 

satisfied with their home whilst 15.5% are dissatisfied in 2021.  The current year figures for this measure are approx. 

12% points adrift of those found during the 2018 survey (91.8% satisfied). The RSL sector average for housing quality 

is 87.8% satisfied.  

Figure 2 –Satisfaction with housing quality overall (base 239) 

Q- Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the quality of your home? 

 

Table 4 illustrates some degree of variation in satisfaction with housing quality by property type with the highest 

satisfaction found amongst tenants living in four in a block (83.8%) and the lowest found amongst tenants in semi-

detached or detached houses (73.2%). 

Table 4 - Satisfaction with housing quality by property type (base 239) 

Q- Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the quality of your home? 

Property type Very satisfied Fairly satisfied Neither-nor Fairly dissatisfied Very dissatisfied 

Four in a block 45.6% 38.2% 5.9% 2.9% 7.4% 

End or mid terrace 43.2% 39.2% 4.1% 10.8% 2.7% 

Tenement 53.6% 21.4% 3.6% 19.6% 1.8% 

Semi or detached 56.1% 17.1% 7.3% 17.1% 2.4% 

All types 48.5% 31.0% 5.0% 11.7% 3.8% 
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Housing quality satisfaction is highest for tenants living in 2 apartment homes (87.9% satisfied) and lowest for those 

living in 4 or more apartment homes (69.5%) - (table 5). 

Table 5 - Satisfaction with housing quality by property size (base 239) 

Q- Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the quality of your home? 

Property apartments Very satisfied Fairly satisfied Neither-nor Fairly dissatisfied Very dissatisfied 

2 apt. 56.8% 31.1% 2.7% 4.1% 5.4% 

3 apt. 47.3% 33.3% 6.5% 10.8% 2.2% 

4 or more apts. 41.7% 27.8% 5.6% 20.8% 4.2% 

All sizes 48.5% 31.0% 5.0% 11.7% 3.8% 

 
In relation to tenant profile, table 6 illustrates that satisfaction with housing quality is highest amongst retired and 

single person households, and tenants without children e.g. 96.5% of retired households are satisfied with housing 

quality. Conversely, satisfaction is lowest amongst tenants who are ‘other not working’ i.e. job seekers, looking after 

children at home, carers etc., (74.2% satisfied), those tenants with children at home (74.1%), and tenants aged 35 to 

44 (68.3%) and 25 to 34 (61.6%). 

Table 6 - Satisfaction with housing quality by tenant profile (base 239) 

Q- Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the quality of your home? 

Tenant profile 
Very 

satisfied 
Fairly 

satisfied 
Neither-

nor 
Fairly 

dissatisfied 
Very 

dissatisfied 

65 to 74 75.0% 25.0% -  - 

Retired 75.4% 21.1% - 1.8% 1.8% 

75 plus 73.3% 20.0% - 6.7% - 

Disabled household 65.3% 20.8% 3.0% 6.9% 4.0% 

Single person household 59.3% 26.4% 2.2% 7.7% 4.4% 

No children in household 59.7% 25.5% 3.4% 8.1% 3.4% 

45 to 54 57.9% 26.3% 7.0% 8.8% - 

Receive help with rent 59.8% 22.2% 4.3% 11.1% 2.6% 

16 to 24 13.3% 66.7% 6.7% 13.3% - 

55 to 64 60.0% 20.0% 2.5% 7.5% 10.0% 

Do not receive help with rent 37.9% 40.8% 4.9% 11.7% 4.9% 

Two or more person 
household 

44.4% 34.1% 5.9% 12.6% 3.0% 

Non-disabled household 38.3% 40.0% 5.8% 14.2% 1.7% 

Unable to work 58.3% 18.8% 6.3% 10.4% 6.3% 

Working 33.7% 42.7% 5.6% 14.6% 3.4% 

Other not working 41.9% 32.3% 6.5% 16.1% 3.2% 

Children in household 32.5% 41.6% 6.5% 15.6% 3.9% 

35 to 44 31.7% 36.6% 4.9% 19.5% 7.3% 

25 to 34 23.1% 38.5% 10.3% 23.1% 5.1% 

All tenants 48.5% 31.0% 5.0% 11.7% 3.8% 

 
Housing quality satisfaction by neighbourhood responsibility area is shown in table 7 and illustrates that the most 

satisfied area in relation to housing quality is the Cordale responsibility area (82.5% satisfied), which contrasts with 

the Cordale and Caledonia NB responsibility area where 73.4% of tenants are satisfied with housing quality. 
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Table 7 - Satisfaction with housing quality by housing area (base 239) 

Q- Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the quality of your home? 

Housing area 
Very 

satisfied 
Fairly 

satisfied 
Neither-

nor 
Fairly 

dissatisfied 
Very 

dissatisfied 

Cordale responsibility area 51.9% 30.6% 5.6% 8.1% 3.8% 

Cordale and Caledonia NB 
responsibility area 

41.8% 31.6% 3.8% 19.0% 3.8% 

All areas 48.5% 31.0% 5.0% 11.7% 3.8% 

 
Housing quality improvements 

Thirty seven tenants (15.5%) were fairly or very dissatisfied with the housing service overall and these tenants were 

asked what improvements were needed to provide a better quality home.  As illustrated (figure 3), the five main 

improvements needed are: windows (62.2% of dissatisfied tenants), insulation (45.9%), bathrooms (43.2%), 

dampness/condensation (27.0%), and kitchens (21.6%).  

Figure 3 – Improving housing quality (base 37) 

Q- Is there anything that should be improved about your home?  
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Housing comments 

Approx. four in ten tenants (43.2%) who were dissatisfied with housing quality made an additional comment about 

housing improvement and these are set out in annex 1.  By way of example, some of the comments made by tenants 

were as follows: 

Q- Is there anything that should be improved about your home?  

✓ ‘Absolutely appalled by the state of the kitchen and bathroom when I moved in. I was told it was new 

fittings. This was clearly not the case. It is a fire hazard.  The boiler is old also’. 

 

✓ ‘The flat is very cold with draughty windows. The repair workmen suggested new windows but nothing has 

been done.’ 
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Repair Service 

Satisfaction with repairs 

Approx. six in ten tenants (64.9%) have had a property repair in the last 12 months (35.1% have not).  

Amongst tenants whose homes have been repaired in the last year, 78.6% are satisfied with the last repair whilst 

16.2% are dissatisfied (figure 4).  In 2018, 90.0% of tenants were satisfied with their last repair whilst the latest RSL 

average for repair satisfaction is 93.9% although this figure includes transactional repairs satisfaction data as well as 

data collected by means of tenant surveys. 

Figure 4 – Satisfaction with the repair service (base 155-repair in last year only) 

Q- Thinking about the last time you had repairs carried out, how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the repair service 

provided by Cordale Housing Association? 

 

Repairs satisfaction by property factors 

Table 8 illustrates repairs satisfaction by factors of property size and type.  

This table shows that the most satisfied tenants by type and size are those living in tenements (85.0% satisfied) and 2 

apt. homes (83.4% satisfied). Conversely, the tenants who are the least satisfied with the repair service are those 

who live in end or mid terrace homes (73.3%) and 4 or more apts. homes (72.0%). 
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Table 8 - Satisfaction with repairs by property profile (base 155-repair in last year only) 

Q- Thinking about the last time you had repairs carried out, how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the repair service 

provided by Cordale Housing Association? 

Property profile Very satisfied Fairly satisfied Neither-nor Fairly dissatisfied Very dissatisfied 

Tenement 70.0% 15.0% 2.5% 10.0% 2.5% 

2 apt. 64.6% 18.8% 4.2% 6.3% 6.3% 

Four in a block 60.5% 21.1% 10.5% - 7.9% 

3 apt. 67.9% 12.5% 8.9% 5.4% 5.4% 

Semi or detached 54.8% 19.4% 3.2% 16.1% 6.5% 

End or mid terrace 60.0% 13.3% 4.4% 6.7% 15.6% 

4 or more apts. 52.0% 20.0% 2.0% 12.0% 14.0% 

All repairs (last year) 61.7% 16.9% 5.2% 7.8% 8.4% 

 
Repairs satisfaction by tenant ‘occupation’ 

Figure 5 analyses repair service satisfaction by ‘occupation’ and shows that ‘other not working’ (89.5% satisfied) and 

retired tenants (83.8%), are much more satisfied with repairs than tenants who are working (72.2%) . 

Figure 5 – Satisfaction with repairs by tenant occupation (base 155-repair in last year only) 

Q- Thinking about the last time you had repairs carried out, how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the repair service 

provided by Cordale Housing Association? 
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Repairs satisfaction by housing area 

As set out in table 9, satisfaction with the repair service varies by housing area i.e. in the Cordale and Caledonia NB 

responsibility area responsibility area, 86.0% of tenants are satisfied with repairs, which contrasts with the Cordale 

responsibility area where 75.0% of tenants are satisfied with repairs.  

Table 9 - Satisfaction with repairs by housing area (base 155-repair in last year only) 

Q- Thinking about the last time you had repairs carried out, how satisfied or dissatisfied were you with the repair service 

provided by Cordale Housing Association? 

Housing area 
Very 

satisfied 
Fairly 

satisfied 
Neither-

nor 
Fairly 

dissatisfied 
Very 

dissatisfied 

Cordale and Caledonia NB 
responsibility area 

72.0% 14.0% 2.0% 4.0% 8.0% 

Cordale responsibility area 56.7% 18.3% 6.7% 9.6% 8.7% 

All areas (last year’s repairs) 61.7% 16.9% 5.2% 7.8% 8.4% 

 
Improving the repair service 

As shown in figure 6, the top three improvement suggestions for the repair service are: 

1. Complete the repairs on the first visit whenever possible (15.1% of all tenants) 

2. Improve the quality of work and materials used (10.1%) 

3. Improve communication with Cordale Housing staff and contractors (both 9.2%). 

Figure 6 – Improving the repair service (base 238, all repairs regardless of time frame) 

Q- Is there anything that you feel should be improved about the repair service? 
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Approx. half of the tenants (47.1%) said that nothing needed to be improved about the repair service whilst 17.2% 

did not know.   

Repair service comments 

Twenty two tenants (9.2%) made an additional comment about repair service improvement and these are set out in 

annex 2. Some examples of these comments are provided below: 

Q- Is there anything that you feel should be improved about the repair service? 

✓ ‘Bathroom was covered in dampness when I moved in. Ripped half my shower room out and gave me a fully 

accessible shower (not applicable) considering am 25! No one said this would be what would I get plus only 

half the wall was done so can guarantee the other half has dampness’. 

 

✓ ‘Carrying out the actual repairs reported would be a good start. Too many repairs I have reported aren’t 

being attended too or are not followed up after first visit.’ 
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Information, Participation and Contact 

In 2021, 92.8% of tenants rated ‘being kept informed’ as good, whilst 2.1% said that the Association was poor on this 

measure (and 5.1% replied ‘neither good nor poor’) (figure 7). Tenant satisfaction with being kept informed is similar 

to the 2018 survey (95.0% saying good) is also close to the RSL sector average (91.9%). 

Figure 7 –Information (base 236) 

Q- How good or poor do you feel Cordale Housing Association is at keeping you informed about their services and 

decisions? 

 

Improvements to information 

Tenants who rated information provision as poor where asked to say what should be done to keep tenants better 

informed about the Association’s services and decisions.  Considering only the 2.1% of tenants who rated the service 

as poor, the main suggested improvements were: staff to be more visible and accessible in the local area (40.0%); 

have more local information in their newsletter (20.0%); put more information and services online (20.0%); and 

improve the website (20.0%). In addition, three tenants made comments about information provision as follows: 

✓ ‘Just send out more information’. 

✓ ‘I received a letter about a skip being available on the day the skip arrived. Would have appreciated being 

notified sooner’. 

✓ ‘Letters arriving too late (need to be here earlier)’. 
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Tenant participation 

As illustrated in figure 8, approx. three in four tenants (74.7%) are satisfied with opportunities to participate whilst 

6.4% are dissatisfied (20.2% of tenants are neutral on this question answering ‘neither-nor’).  In 2018, 95.0% of 

tenants were satisfied on this measure. 

Figure 8 –Participation (base 233) 

Q- How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with opportunities given to you to participate in Cordale Housing Association’s 

decision making process? 

 

Analysis by ‘awareness’ 

Taking the neutral response of ‘neither satisfied nor dissatisfied’ as a figure that potentially illustrates a requirement 

to make tenants more aware of participation, in table 10, we have set out the survey responses by tenant profile for 

the neither-nor response (in ascending order).  

This table shows that the tenants who are potentially the least likely to be aware of tenant participation are those 

who are retired (23.2% replied ‘neither-nor’) or working (21.3%), whilst the most likely to be aware are tenants who 

are unable to work (14.9%). 
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Table 10 – Participation ‘neutral replies’ (base 233 ordered by reducing degree of awareness) 

Q- How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with opportunities given to you to participate in Cordale Housing Association’s 

decision making process? 

Tenant profile 
Very 

satisfied 
Fairly 

satisfied 
Neither-nor 

Fairly 
dissatisfied 

Very 
dissatisfied 

Unable to work 48.9% 27.7% 14.9% 8.5% - 

Other not working 54.8% 25.8% 16.1% 3.2% - 

Children in household 42.9% 35.1% 16.9% 5.2% - 

Working 38.2% 33.7% 21.3% 5.6% 1.1% 

No children in household 48.3% 25.2% 21.8% 4.1% 0.7% 

Retired 51.8% 23.2% 23.2% 1.8% - 

All tenants 45.5% 29.2% 20.2% 4.7% 0.4% 

 
Encouraging participation 

As illustrated in figure 9, most tenants are either happy with the current methods of participating in decision making 

(36.2%), have no interest in participating (32.3%), or don’t know (19.8%). For those tenants with some degree of 

interest, the three main ways of encouraging participation would be more local events or activities (10.3%), more 

online participation (6.9%), and providing more feedback on the results of tenant input (6.9%).  

Figure 9 – Encouraging participation (base 232) 

Q- In practical terms, what - if anything - should Cordale Housing do to make it easier for you to participate in its 

decision making?) 
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Other tenant participation comments 

A minority of tenants (3.4%)  made additional comments relating to this topic and these are set our below: 

Q- In practical terms, what - if anything - should Cordale Housing do to make it easier for you to participate in its 

decision making? 

✓ ‘Could do with a summer fair where community can come together and there's things to do’. 

✓ ‘Difficult to comment with lock down just now’. 

✓ ‘Disconnect between local area and Caledonia; we know nothing about Caledonia and the  leadership 

committee’. 

✓ ‘Do less of it online’. 

✓ ‘I will look into this in the future’. 

✓ ‘If they send a feedback form, should include a pre-paid return envelope as I think more people would then 

send it back’. 

✓ ‘More information about the meetings would help’. 

✓ ‘Too much paper is sent out sometimes’. 

Internet access 

As illustrated in figure 10, most tenants (68.2%) have access to the Internet, although access varies by age of tenant. 

Figure 10 –Internet access (base 211) 

Q- Do you have access to the Internet for personal use? (Yes) 

 

Internet access 

Amongst tenants with access to the Internet the three main ways of arranging this are by mobile phone (75.7% of all 

Internet access involves a smart mobile phone), by PC/laptop (54.9%), and by tablet (37.5%) – table 11. 
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Table 11 – Means of accessing the Internet (base 144) 

Q- How do you currently access the Internet? 

Method % all users Method % all users 

Smart mobile phone 75.7% Smart TV 11.1% 

PC or laptop 54.9% Xbox/Play-station 10.4% 

Tablet e.g. iPad 37.5% Friends or family 2.8% 

 
Reasons not to access the Internet 

Table 12 illustrates why a minority of tenants (31.8%) choose not to access the Internet. The main reason given by 

tenants is  ‘Not interested in using the Internet’ (37.3%), followed by a lack of knowledge or skills (34.3%), and access 

costs (14.9%). 

Table 12 – Reasons for not having access to the Internet (base 67) 

Q- As you do not have access to the Internet, please tell us the reasons why? 

Barrier % non- users Barrier % non-users 

Not interested in using the Internet 37.3% 
Equipment costs are too high e.g. 
laptop, tablet 

7.5% 

Lack of knowledge or skills 34.3% Physical or sensorial disability 3.0% 

Access costs are too high e.g. 
broadband subscriptions 

14.9% Privacy or security concerns 3.0% 

 
Cordale Housing’s online provision 

Tenants with Internet access were asked whether the Association should continue to provide more of its services 

online. Table 13 shows that overall, 57.0% of tenants agree that this should be the case whilst 27.5% said ‘no’ and 

15.5% don’t know.  As illustrated in table 13, where the tenant has an email address (in addition to Internet access), 

they are more likely to agree than other tenants that the Association should continue to provide more of its services 

and information online (68.9%). 

Table 13 – Cordale online service provision by e-mail access (base 141) 

Q -  Should the Association continue to provide more of its services and information online? 

Survey method Yes No Don't know 

Phone survey 51.5% 37.1% 11.3% 

Online survey 68.9% 6.7% 24.4% 

All tenants 57.0% 27.5% 15.5% 

 
Online housing services 

Tenants with Internet access were asked if there were any housing services that they wanted to be able to access 

online and the results of this enquiry are shown in figure 11. This figure shows that whilst almost four in ten tenants 

(39.7%) did not know what services would be of interest in relation to online access, 22.8% would be interested in 

requesting a repair online, 15.4% would consider viewing their rent statement online, and 8.8% would use online 

methods to book a gas safety inspection. We observe also that almost one in four tenants with Internet access would 

not use any services that were made available online (23.5%). 
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Figure 11 – Online services (base 136) 

Q- Are there any housing services that you would like to be able to access online? 

 

Connect portal 

Still considering only those tenants with Internet access, 25.2% of these tenants have used the Connect service, 

72.0% have not used the service and 2.8% don’t know. Separate analysis shows that users of Connect are more likely 

to be young e.g. 46.2% of tenants aged 16-24 have used Connect compared to zero% for those aged 75 plus.  As to 

why 72.0% of tenants with Internet access have not used Connect, the reasons given are set out in table 14. This 

table shows 4 main reasons not to use Connect i.e. prefer to telephone or e-mail the Association for service and 

information requests (31.4%); don't know much about the service (23.5%); haven't needed to use the service yet 

(22.5%); and not interested in using the service (21.6%); 

Table 14 – Reasons for not having used Connect (base 102) 

Q- Why have you not used Connect? 

Barrier % Internet users Barrier % Internet users 
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information requests 

31.4% Not confident using the service 9.8% 
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Just under ten percent of tenants (8.9%) with Internet access gave another reason for not having used Connect, or 

commented on this service and these comments are set out below: 

Q- Why have you not used Connect? 

✓ ‘Access is quite difficult - I don't have the tenancy number’. 

✓ ‘Don't know how to access this service’. 

✓ ‘I am going to look for link as I will start using the service’. 

✓ ‘I haven’t had chance to use it; more used to phoning’. 

✓ ‘I was logged in the first day I got my house; then trying to pay rent after this was just a hassle’. 

✓ ‘I work with computers all day long 5 days a week. I prefer phoning and speaking to another human being’. 

✓ ‘I'm not very good with online things’. 

✓ ‘More information of how to access the link would be useful especially for older tenants’. 

✓ ‘Not in BSL so limited understanding’. 

✓ ‘This has not been brought to my attention’. 

✓ ‘Would ask my daughter to contact them for me’. 

General contact with the Association 

All tenants were asked to state their preferred method for getting in contact with Cordale Housing and as set out in 

figure 12. Figure 12 indicates that the preferred contact method for tenants is telephone (84.2%), whilst 23.1% 

prefer to use e-mail to contact the Association. 

Figure 12 – Contact preferences (base 234) 

Q - What is your preferred method for contacting Cordale Housing e.g. to request a service or obtain information? 
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Digital v non-digital contact 

Considering the various digital and non-digital options presented in figure 12, we can calculate the proportion of 

tenants whose contact preference includes some form of digital method e.g. e-mail, and/or text etc.  As illustrated in 

figure 13, approx. one in four tenants (24.8%) had a preference for contacting Cordale housing that included a digital 

method whilst 75.2% expressed a preference that did not include digital means (being principally telephone). 

Figure 13 – Contact preferences (base 234) 

Q - What is your preferred method for contacting Cordale Housing e.g. to request a service or obtain information? 

(digital and non-digital preference) 
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Rent and Value for money 

As set out in figure 14, most tenants (75.9%) rate rent as good value for money, whilst 11.0% say that rent is poor 

value (and 13.1% answered ‘neither good nor poor’ value). In 2018, 91.8% rated rent as good value whilst the 

Scottish RSL average is 82.8% saying rent is good value. 

Figure 14 – Rating of rent value for money (base 237) 

Q- Taking into account the accommodation and the services Cordale Housing provides, to what extent do you think 

that the rent for this property represents good or poor value for money? Is it…… 

 

Table 15 indicates rent value by property type and shows that tenants living in end or mid terrace homes are the 

most positive on this measure (77.0% say rent is good value), whilst the least positive are those living in four in a 

block houses (73.5%). 

Table 15 - Rating of rent value for money by property type (base 237) 

Q- Taking into account the accommodation and the services Cordale Housing provides, to what extent do you think 

that the rent for this property represents good or poor value for money? Is it…… 

Property type Very good Fairly good Neither-nor Fairly poor Very poor 

End or mid terrace 32.4% 44.6% 12.2% 10.8% - 

Semi or detached 59.0% 17.9% 10.3% 10.3% 2.6% 

Tenement 42.9% 33.9% 10.7% 12.5% - 

Four in a block 35.3% 38.2% 17.6% 5.9% 2.9% 

All types 40.0% 35.9% 13.1% 9.7% 1.3% 

 
In relation to property size, tenants living in 2 apartment homes are the most likely to say that rent is good value for 

money (81.1%) whilst tenants living in 4 or more apartments are the least likely to be positive about rent value 

(71.4% say rent is good value) – table 16. 
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Table 16 - Rating of rent value for money by property size (base 237) 

Q- Taking into account the accommodation and the services Cordale Housing provides, to what extent do you think 

that the rent for this property represents good or poor value for money? Is it…… 

Property size Very good Fairly good Neither-nor Fairly poor Very poor 

2 apt. 44.6% 36.5% 10.8% 5.4% 2.7% 

3 apt. 35.5% 39.8% 14.0% 10.8%  

4 or more apts. 41.4% 30.0% 14.3% 12.9% 1.4% 

All sizes 40.0% 35.9% 13.1% 9.7% 1.3% 

 
Rent value and housing area 

Figure 15 shows a similar pattern of value for money ratings for the two housing (neighbourhood) areas i.e. Cordale 

and Caledonia NB responsibility area (75.9% saying ‘good’), and Cordale responsibility area (76.0%). In terms of poor 

rent value however, tenants in the Caledonia NB responsibility area are somewhat more likely to say that rent value 

for money is ‘poor’ (14.0%) when compared to tenants living in the Cordale responsibility area (9.5%). 

Figure 15 – Rating of rent value for money by housing area (base 237) 

Q- Taking into account the accommodation and the services Cordale Housing provides, to what extent do you think 

that the rent for this property represents good or poor value for money? Is it…… 
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Improving value for money 

Tenants who rated rent as fairly or very poor value for money were asked to say what the Association should do to 

improve rent value. The results of this enquiry are set out in figure 16 and show that improving the inside of the 

home (60.0% of tenants rating rent as poor value), reducing the level of rent charged (56.0%), and reducing the level 

of the service charge (40.0%), are the three main ways in which value for money could be improved.  

Figure 16 – Improving rent value for money (base 25) 

Q - Is there anything that should be done to improve value for money?  

 

Eight out of twenty five tenants (32.0%) made a comment about rent value or said that something else needed to be 

changed and these comments are set out below. 

Q - Is there anything that should be done to improve value for money?  

✓ ‘Bins need to be uplifted more regularly. Also house not in a good condition when I moved in’. 

✓ ‘Brick wall at the back of my house has bricks falling off.  This is dangerous’. 

✓ ‘Ensure tenant has the house suitable for their needs/large enough to accomodate them’. 

✓ ‘More community development needed’. 

✓ ‘Need new windows and insulation put in’. 

✓ ‘Rent is somewhat expensive for this small flat’. 

✓ ‘The money spent on heating makes it very expensive’. 

✓ ‘The service charge is just a joke, especially this year when I haven’t seen any external work in the area being 

done for over a year. The rent was value for money when I moved in but not anymore. The annual rent increase 

is disgusting. You send out a survey with “3 options” portraying what this money will be used for. But I’ve yet 

to see any of this be done and there is never an option for no increase at all which will leave people not 

answering it. So you assume with the small amount of response you receive, it’s the majority, when everyone 
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would rather you stop increasing the rent and focus on the issues that have been around for years. Kitchen 

does need an upgrade as never been done. Bathroom in need of an upgrade. The house is very cold’. 

Rent and energy bills 

Tenants’ perspectives on their rent and energy bills are set out in table 17 and show that 72.0% agree that their rent 

is affordable, whilst 61.6% also agree that any service charge paid is affordable.  In terms of the highest level of 

disagreement with the statements in table 17 around one in five tenants (19.3%) disagree that their household 

energy bills are affordable.  

Table 17 – Affordability of housing and energy bills (base 237) 

Q- Do you agree or disagree with the following statements about your rent and energy bills? 

Statement Agree Neither-nor Disagree Don’t know 

The rent I pay is affordable 72.0% 13.1% 8.9% 5.9% 

My household energy bills are affordable 66.5% 10.7% 19.3% 3.4% 

The service charge I pay is affordable 61.6% 8.6% 12.5% 17.2% 

 
Service charge and housing quality 

We observe from analysis that 87.4% of tenants who agree that their service charge is affordable are also very or 

fairly satisfied with the quality of their home (figure 17). For those tenants who disagree that this charge is 

affordable, 62.0% are also satisfied with the quality of their home suggesting a potential link between service charge 

levels and housing quality. 

Figure 17 – Housing quality and service charges (232) 

Q- Do you agree or disagree with the following statements about your service charge (v) housing quality? 
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Rent and value for money 

In figure 18 we compare tenants’ views on whether the rent they pay is affordable alongside their view on rent value 

for money.  Where the tenant agrees their rent is affordable, 87.0% rate rent as very good/fairly good value for 

money.  This contrasts with tenants who disagree their rent is affordable where only 47.6% agree rent is good value 

for money (42.9% of this group says that rent is poor value for money). 

Figure 18 – Rent value and rent affordability (236) 

Q- Do you agree or disagree with the following statements about your rent (v) rent value for money? 
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Neighbourhood Management Satisfaction 

Tenants were asked if they were satisfied or dissatisfied with how their landlord managed the neighbourhood they 

lived in. The results for this enquiry are set out in table 18 and show that 80.0% of tenants are satisfied on this 

measure whilst 12.5% are dissatisfied.  In 2018, 92.3% of tenants were satisfied with ‘neighbourhood management’, 

whilst the RSL average is 86.2%. 

Table 18 – Neighbourhood management (base 235) 

Q- Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with Cordale Housing Association’s contribution to the management of 

the neighbourhood you live in? 

Very satisfied Fairly satisfied Neither-nor Fairly dissatisfied Very dissatisfied 

48.1% 31.9% 5.5% 10.2% 4.3% 

 
Neighbourhood management by street 

Neighbourhood management satisfaction by street is provided in table 19. The ‘Satisfied rating’ column shows the 

very and fairly satisfied rating combined e.g. in Back Street, 63.6% of tenants are satisfied compared to the average 

of 80.0%.  We would caution that several streets will comprise small numbers of surveys e.g. Burns Street (100.0% 

satisfied comprising 2 tenants and Harrison Place, 50.0% satisfied, comprising 2 tenants etc.).  

Table 19 – Rating of neighbourhood management by street (base 235) 

Q- Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with Cordale Housing Association’s contribution to the management of 

the neighbourhood you live in? 

Street-surveys 
Very 

satisfied 
Fairly 

satisfied 
Neither-

nor 
Fairly 

dissatisfied 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Satisfied 

rating 

Back Street-11 54.5% 9.1% 18.2% 18.2% - 63.6% 

Burns Street-2 100.0% - - - - 100.0% 

Cordale Avenue-8 42.9% 57.1% - - - 100.0% 

Gallagher Way-6 50.0% 50.0% - - - 100.0% 

Glen View-7 28.6% 57.1% 14.3% - - 85.7% 

Grant Crescent-15 46.7% 33.3% 6.7% 13.3% - 80.0% 

Harrison Place-2 - 50.0% - - 50.0% 50.0% 

Jackson Place-10 60.0% 10.0% 10.0% - 20.0% 70.0% 

Johnstone Road-14 28.6% 21.4% 7.1% 42.9% - 50.0% 

Katherine Place-5 40.0% 40.0% - 20.0% - 80.0% 

King Street-5 40.0% 40.0% 20.0% - - 80.0% 

MacBride Way-9 22.2% 33.3% 11.1% 33.3% - 55.6% 

Main Street-57 59.6% 29.8% 1.8% 3.5% 5.3% 89.5% 

McFarlane Place-3 100.0% - - - - 100.0% 

McGregor Lane-2  50.0%  50.0% - 50.0% 

Mill Lade-2 100.0% - - - - 100.0% 

New Cordale Road-
36 

51.4% 40.0% 2.9% 5.7% - 91.4% 

Ross Walk-5 60.0% 40.0% - - - 100.0% 

Stirling Street-5 40.0% 40.0% - 20.0% - 80.0% 
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Street-surveys 
Very 

satisfied 
Fairly 

satisfied 
Neither-

nor 
Fairly 

dissatisfied 
Very 

dissatisfied 
Satisfied 

rating 

Swan Court-2 - - 50.0% - 50.0% 0.0% 

Taylor Street-19 35.3% 35.3% 5.9% 11.8% 11.8% 70.6% 

Thimble Street-7 14.3% 42.9% - 28.6% 14.3% 57.1% 

Waterside Place-3 66.7% 33.3% - - - 100.0% 

Wylie Place-4 75.0%  25.0% -- - 75.0% 

All areas 48.1% 31.9% 5.5% 10.2% 4.3% 80.0% 

 
Improving the neighbourhood 
 
All tenants were asked to say what might improve their neighbourhood as a place to live. As illustrated in figure 19, 

tenants are mainly concerned with tackling dog fouling (17.4%), dealing litter (15.0%), and improving communal 

areas (14.1%).  We would note here that 14.3% of tenants answered ‘don’t know’ to this question and 39.4% said 

that nothing needed to be improved about the neighbourhood. 

Figure 19 – Improving the neighbourhood (base 213) 

Q- In your view, what if anything, should be done your neighbourhood as a place to live? 
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Other neighbourhood issues 
 
Forty eight tenants (20.1%) identified another improvement to their neighbourhood and these comments and 

suggestions are supplied at annex 3. These comments include for example: 

Q- In your view, what if anything, should be done your neighbourhood as a place to live? 

✓ ‘Just recently we have had a smell of weed creep into our flat hallway and bedroom. This was because of 

neighbours thinking it is acceptable to smoke a Class B drug in a building child under 5 are living. I think that 

you should consider making some of your flats non-smoking to accommodate non-smokers. Smoke (weed or 

cigarettes) will find an opening and if you are a non-smoker, that can be very unpleasant and make your life 

miserable. It's not nice living with stale smoke lingering’. (MacBride Way) 

 

✓ ‘Line between my house and communal area at the side of my garden is "invisible" - would like something 

better to define this as most people just walk right across my front garden despite several visits to the office 

pre-covid. (Johnstone Road). 
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Coronavirus 

Tenants were asked to say how satisfied or dissatisfied they were with the communication and delivery of Cordale 

Housing’s services during lockdown. The results of this enquiry are shown in figure 20 and indicate that 75.1% of 

tenants are satisfied on this measure whilst 7.4% are dissatisfied. 

Figure 20 – Lockdown service provision (base 229) 

Q- Overall, how satisfied or dissatisfied are you with how Cordale Housing Association has managed its housing services 

during Coronavirus lockdown? 

 

Contact during lockdown 

Since the beginning of lockdown, approx. six in ten tenants (63.9%) have contacted Cordale Housing, whilst 2.6% 

have been contacted by the Association.  Approx. one in three tenants (32.6%) have not had any contact with their 

landlord since the start of lockdown (2.6% can’t remember). For those tenants who have been in contact with 

Cordale Housing, the content of the contact is as shown in table 20 and mainly comprises day to day and emergency 

repairs. 

Table 20 – Contact reasons during lockdown (base 150) 

Q- What was your most recent contact with Cordale Housing about? 

Topic % contact Topic % contact 

A day to day repair 50.0% Advice on moving home/housing application 3.3% 

An emergency repair 34.7% Problems with a neighbour 2.7% 

A general rent query 8.7% Housing improvement/upgrade 1.3% 

A gas safety check/visit 6.7% Estate maintenance and upkeep 1.3% 

An external repair 6.0% Advice on homelessness/risk of homelessness 0.7% 

Difficulties with paying 
rent 

4.7% Assistance with accessing food or medication 0.7% 

General support 4.0% Anti-social behaviour 0.7% 
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Other reasons for contact 

Approx. ten percent of tenants (9.3%) gave another reason for contacting Cordale Housing during lockdown and 

these comments are provided below. 

Q- What was your most recent contact with Cordale Housing about? 

✓ ‘Bins’. 

✓ ‘Boiler servicing’. 

✓ ‘Council tax enquiry’. 

✓ ‘Heating not working correctly’. 

✓ ‘I had a gas leak’. 

✓ ‘I twice e-mailed a matter regarding our oven. I still have not received any acknowledgement or response’. 

✓ ‘My rent is a wee bit behind as Housing Benefit is erratic. My Money Adviser is trying to work with Cordale - I 

am really anxious to sort this out but feel a wee bit more understanding would help.  Housing Officer is 

helpful but I am finding it tough - this is an unusual situation and I really need some help.  I'm worried’. 

✓ ‘Problem with people smoking weed’. 

✓ ‘Professional cleaners were engaged and this is most noteworthy - we very safe here’. 

✓ ‘Provision of external hand-rail to assist my wife entering/exiting our home (mobility problem)’. 

✓ ‘Choice of thermostat for boiler as the one they fitted is hard to use’. 

✓ ‘To discuss being made unemployed’. 

Resolving contact matters 

As illustrated in figure 21, most tenants (71.8%) agreed that the reason for their contact with Cordale Housing had 

been satisfactorily resolved by the Association; 26.2% said this was not the case.  

Figure 21 – Resolving contact matters (base 149) 

Q-Thinking about your most recent contact, did Cordale Housing resolve the matter to your satisfaction? 

 

Lockdown contact and overall satisfaction 

Analysis shows tenants give different answers to Q1 (overall satisfaction with services) according to whether they 

have contacted the Association during lockdown, and where they have , whether their matter was resolved. This 

information is presented in table 21 and shows that where the tenant had no contact with Cordale Housing during 

Yes, matter 
resolved, 71.8%

No, matter not 
resolved, 26.2%

Don’t know, 2.0%
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lockdown, 88.6% are satisfied with services overall. For those tenants whose contact issue was resolved, 86.0% were 

satisfied with the service overall.  Finally, for contact with no resolution, overall satisfaction with services is 64.1% 

(and 23.1% dissatisfied). 

Table 21 –  Lockdown contact experience and overall rating of Association’s service (base 239) 

Q-Thinking about your most recent contact, have you had contact and did Cordale Housing resolve the matter to your 

satisfaction (v) overall satisfaction? 

Covid contact 
Very 

satisfied 
Fairly 

satisfied 
Neither-

nor 
Fairly 

dissatisfied 
Very 

dissatisfied 

Yes, and resolved 53.3% 32.7% 4.7% 3.7% 5.6% 

Yes, and not resolved 17.9% 46.2% 12.8% 15.4% 7.7% 

No contacted during 
lockdown 

55.7% 32.9% 10.1% - 1.3% 

All tenants 47.7% 34.3% 7.9% 4.6% 4.6% 

 
Service improvement during lockdown 

As illustrated in table 22, the three main areas that tenants feel could be improved upon during lockdown are 

contact and communication (29.1% said this could be improved), repair services (27.7%) and estates maintenance 

(22.3%). Other comments (8.4%) relating to this question are set out in annex 4. 

Table 22 – Contact reasons during lockdown (base 1,102) 

Q- Should Cordale Housing try to improve any of the following during lockdown? 

Service area Yes No Don't know 

Contact and communication 29.1% 59.1% 11.8% 

Repair services 27.7% 58.2% 14.1% 

Estates maintenance e.g. landscaping, keeping areas clean, weeding, etc. 22.3% 66.5% 11.2% 

Online services e.g. Connect portal and website 14.3% 63.3% 22.4% 

Dealing with anti-social behaviour 13.5% 67.3% 19.2% 

Gas servicing 10.3% 76.5% 13.2% 

Moving home 9.2% 58.9% 31.9% 
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Annex 1 - What could be improved about your home and related comments 

Absolutely appalled by the state of the kitchen and bathroom when I moved in. I was told it was new fittings. This 
was clearly not the case. It is a fire hazard.  The boiler is old also. 

Better repair service required. 

Gardens need improved. 

I am still waiting on work being done to my bathroom. The sink is coming off the wall and if you put a cup on it in a 
way then it will slide off and smash items. The toilet is old and needs replacing and the bathroom tiles are coming 
off.  It looks awful and I have been told a few times that it would be replaced next year but I am still waiting and 
been living here about 7 years now. The back garden is a total shambles. The tiles are a mess and the stairs are 
steep and a total death trap and would nice if it could be replaced as it’s a known joke that my back garden is the 
worst looking in the district never mind Renton!!  Would be fantastic if I could have someone phone me in regards 
to this please. 

I’m currently having these issues in my home and will need someone to look at the issues after lockdown. 

Loose wire in kitchen, front door constantly jamming, locking me in. Dampness, flooding at front door, all 
windows letting in draughts and some unable to close properly. 

Mould in property. 

My house is very cold due to constant draughts. I have had to install curtains at both doors to try to alleviate this 
but to no effect as the draughts come from all of the skirting boards. Front and back doors as well as windows that 
have never been fit for purpose; they must surely be on a renewal list due to how old they now are. 

My son has asthma so this is a big issue.  Social work and key worker are helping me with this. 

Need new shower but they never done anything for me. 

Living room is in quite a state and needs decorating. 

The flat is very cold with draughty windows. The repair workmen suggest new windows but nothing has been 
done. 

The lights at front of house and back door don’t work. The wall in back garden and front area is coming away. 
There is a draught in the 2 large upstairs room windows and back patio doors. There is a leak when there is heavy 
rain coming through the front door this has been replaced and repaired on few occasions. 

This is a very cold property and I am miserable here.  Cordale have been brilliant with me and I am so grateful to 
have a roof over my head - but the house is just so cold. 

Walls are very uneven - plaster work is poor. 

Window don’t open very well. Gates on driveway would help as rubbish keeps blowing in . 
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Annex 2 - Improving the repair service and related comments 

All repairs to be sent to contractors when reported not weeks later. 

Bathroom was covered in dampness when moved in. Ripped half my shower room out and gave me a fully 
accessible shower (not applicable) considering am 25! No one said this would be what I get plus only half the wall 
was done so can guarantee the other half has dampness. 

Carrying out the actual repairs reported would be a good start. Too many repairs I have reported aren’t being 
attended too or not followed up after first visit. 

Categorisation of emergency repairs - I have poorly sealed windows leading to dampness.  Both my son and I have 
breathing problems so this really is an emergency. 

Come back and check things afterwards 

Gutter cleaning took a long time to arrange.  When it was done it was to a very poor standard and there was no 
follow up by Cordale to find out if it was done properly or not.  An overhaul of the communal boiler system is 
needed as I sometimes find my flat a bit airy. 

I had problems with my windows and bathroom taps. The guy tweaked all my windows which are pretty naff to be 
honest. The plumber fitted new taps in the bathroom but I thought he was quite condescending in the way he 
explained to me HOW to use a tap! Also I asked him to look at my toilet as the tank takes a while to fill after 
flushing so if someone goes in after you it won't flush! Both men said it was fine and there was nothing wrong with 
it! 

I would like to see something done with the cleaning of the gutters which if not cleaned will lead to damp in the 
houses.  At this time they are overflowing with twigs and moss which is falling on the glass conservative roof. I am 
disabled and asked about an automatic door opener as the door is so heavy when going out the door with my 
walker it pushes me, so feel unsafe. There is a problem opening the door leading to the garden as when I press the 
open door by the time I get back to the door it’s shut again. Also the laundry door is too heavy to open. I would 
like to do my laundry but I have to get it done. Your staff are nice. 

Improve communication re the windows. The flat is very cold. 

More Public Notices in every street regarding dog poo...to Bin it...it’s disgusting in some areas. 

Quick and efficient. Thank you. 

Repair work is very quick and always to a high standard - very helpful with all the wee jobs - thank you. 

Repair workmen are brilliant - really quick and careful - brilliant. 

Repairs are brilliant in sheltered housing - generally same day service. 

Repairs are very quick. 

Service is FANTASTIC. 

Still waiting on essential repairs to ensure my home is waterproof. 

The workmen damaged my wallpaper and I was quite unhappy about that. 

Very good with repair. 

Workmen should wear PPE. 

Work was left VERY untidy and could have been a lot better. 

Workmen were asked to clean carpet but it was cleared instead!  - a mix up but left me with a few problems. 
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Annex 3 - What if anything needs to be improved about your neighbourhood and related 
comments 

Street 

Dealing with neighbours that do not maintain their gardens. Back Street 

Rear wooden fencing needs replacing...is rotten in places. Back Street 

Dealing with neighbours that do not maintain their gardens. Back Street 

Rear wooden fencing needs replacing...is rotten in places. Back Street 

Better signage for the streets. Glen View 

CCTV. Grant Crescent 

Improve lighting. Grant Crescent 

Lighting to help at night to navigate the walk home/ in neighbourhood. It will also help 
with safety of the neighbourhood. 

Grant Crescent 

More shops. Grant Crescent 

CCTV. Grant Crescent 

Improve lighting. Grant Crescent 

Lighting to help at night to navigate the walk home/ in neighbourhood. It will also help 
with safety of the neighbourhood. 

Grant Crescent 

More shops. Grant Crescent 

More activities for young people. Jackson Place 

More activities for young people. Jackson Place 

Line between my house and communal area at the side of my garden is "invisible" - would 
like something better to define this as most people just walk right across my front garden 
despite several visits to the office pre-covid. 

Johnstone Road 

There should be a tenant/neighbourhood watch. Johnstone Road 

There's a bit in the neighbourhood that floods and retains stagnant water. Johnstone Road 

Line between my house and communal area at the side of my garden is "invisible" - would 
like something better to define this as most people just walk right across my front garden 
despite several visits to the office pre-covid. 

Johnstone Road 

There should be a tenant/neighbourhood watch. Johnstone Road 

There's a bit in the neighbourhood that floods and retains stagnant water. Johnstone Road 

Bring back the management team; it's gone downhill since they weren't there anymore. Katherine Place 

Bring back the management team; it's gone downhill since they weren't there anymore. Katherine Place 

More shops; meant to have a small supermarket opening. King Street 

More shops; meant to have a small supermarket opening. King Street 

Better communication between Council and Cordale re management of bins as there is a 
rodent pest problem. 

MacBride Way 

Bin areas are a problem- always over-flowing bins etc. Communal secure entry door never 
locks. 

MacBride Way 

Bin collection - bins are overflowing in this six storey flat - there is a rodent issue - this 
could easily be avoided. 

MacBride Way 

Just recently we have had a smell of weed creep into our flat hallway and bedroom. This 
was because of neighbours thinking it is acceptable to smoke a Class B drug in a building 
child under 5 are living . I think that you should consider making some of your flats non-
smoking to accommodate non-smokers. Smoke (weed or cigarettes) will find an opening 
and if you are a non-smoker, that can be very unpleasant and make your life miserable. It's 
not nice living with stale smoke lingering. 

MacBride Way 

More action and feedback on ASB would be greatly appreciated.  Communal bins are bins 
are very untidy and this is a big problem.  There are slats missing on the boundary fences.  
There is a great chance here to easily improve these areas before they get much worse.  I 
am overall very happy with Cordale but the ASB is really getting me and my son down. 

MacBride Way 

Work with Council to get park open again; that’s a great amenity. MacBride Way 
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Annex 3 - What if anything needs to be improved about your neighbourhood and related 
comments 

Street 

Would benefit tenants if the service charge paid was for the cleaning of flats to as the 
payment every month exceeds the charge to maintain the grounds. 

MacBride Way 

Better communication between Council and Cordale re management of bins as there is a 
rodent pest problem. 

MacBride Way 

Bin areas are a problem- always over-flowing bins etc. Communal secure entry door never 
locks. 

MacBride Way 

Bin collection - bins are overflowing in this six storey flat - there is a rodent issue - this 
could easily be avoided. 

MacBride Way 

Just recently we have had a smell of weed creep into our flat hallway and bedroom. This 
was because of neighbours thinking it is acceptable to smoke a Class B drug in a building 
child under 5 are living . I think that you should consider making some of your flats non-
smoking to accommodate non-smokers. Smoke (weed or cigarettes) will find an opening 
and if you are a non-smoker, that can be very unpleasant and make your life miserable. It's 
not nice living with stale smoke lingering. 

MacBride Way 

More action and feedback on ASB would be greatly appreciated.  Communal bins are bins 
are very untidy and this is a big problem.  There are slats missing on the boundary fences.  
There is a great chance here to easily improve these areas before they get much worse.  I 
am overall very happy with Cordale but the ASB is really getting me and my son down. 

MacBride Way 

Work with Council to get park open again; that’s a great amenity. MacBride Way 

Would benefit tenants if the service charge paid was for the cleaning of flats to as the 
payment every month exceeds the charge to maintain the grounds. 

MacBride Way 

Better co-ordination and communication re gritting of paths - not done by Cordale and it is 
the Council responsibility  - but needs to be done. 

Main Street 

Charge set up for close cleaning would be helpful/maintain gardens. Install smoking bins. Main Street 

Communal bins are too low capacity - esp. with fortnightly bin collection. Main Street 

Housing association and local authority could work better together to make sure bins are 
dealt with effectively. 

Main Street 

More bins for dog waste. Main Street 

Paving slabs in the communal area are a tripping hazard at the moment.  Takes too long - 
someone needs to take responsibility for this. 

Main Street 

This area is spotless and very well maintained.  But workmen and visitors should be 
wearing masks - this should be enforced to help make sure this estate stays safe.  A sign on 
the main door could be put up; "No masks no entry". 

Main Street 

Youth centre to help with activities. Main Street 

Better co-ordination and communication re gritting of paths - not done by Cordale and it is 
the Council responsibility  - but needs to be done. 

Main Street 

Charge set up for close cleaning would be helpful/maintain gardens. Install smoking bins. Main Street 

Communal bins are too low capacity - esp. with fortnightly bin collection. Main Street 

Housing association and local authority could work better together to make sure bins are 
dealt with effectively. 

Main Street 

More bins for dog waste. Main Street 

Paving slabs in the communal area are a tripping hazard at the moment.  Takes too long - 
someone needs to take responsibility for this. 

Main Street 

This area is spotless and very well maintained.  But workmen and visitors should be 
wearing masks - this should be enforced to help make sure this estate stays safe.  A sign on 
the main door could be put up; "No masks no entry". 

Main Street 

Youth centre to help with activities. Main Street 

Some tenants have three piece suites in their gardens for months on end.  There are no 
walkabouts at the moment. 

McFarlane Place 

Some tenants have three piece suites in their gardens for months on end.  There are no 
walkabouts at the moment. 

McFarlane Place 
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Annex 3 - What if anything needs to be improved about your neighbourhood and related 
comments 

Street 

Could do with allocated parking spots. New Cordale Road 

Estate walkabouts. New Cordale Road 

it's' good as it is. New Cordale Road 

More things for kids to do. New Cordale Road 

More things for youths to do like youth clubs etc. New Cordale Road 

Railing on the bike path nearby. New Cordale Road 

Street-lights need to be brighter again. New Cordale Road 

Youth centre or community centre for the young people in the area to go so they are not 
wandering the streets. 

New Cordale Road 

Could do with allocated parking spots. New Cordale Road 

Estate walkabouts. New Cordale Road 

it's' good as it is. New Cordale Road 

More things for kids to do. New Cordale Road 

More things for youths to do like youth clubs etc. New Cordale Road 

Railing on the bike path nearby. New Cordale Road 

Street-lights need to be brighter again. New Cordale Road 

Youth centre or community centre for the young people in the area to go so they are not 
wandering the streets. 

New Cordale Road 

More neighbourhood walks. Ross Walk 

Seating areas around park, football pitch. Cut trees planted across Ross Walk and left 
unmanageable, children play in there now, rubbish, and thorns on trees, no pruning. 

Ross Walk 

Youth centre or community would be beneficial. Ross Walk 

More neighbourhood walks. Ross Walk 

Seating areas around park, football pitch. Cut trees planted across Ross Walk and left 
unmanageable, children play in there now, rubbish, and thorns on trees, no pruning. 

Ross Walk 

Youth centre or community would be beneficial. Ross Walk 

Fix the park. Swan Court 

Fix the park. Swan Court 

Fix the park. Taylor Street 

Improve play parks. Taylor Street 

Kids park is closed - it would be really nice if the wee ones had some amenity. Taylor Street 

Repair the park. Taylor Street 

The fact we pay a service charge for the “upkeep” of Dalquhurn is laughable. Sending 
maintenance worker to cut grass only is not good enough. 

Taylor Street 

Fix the park. Taylor Street 

Improve play parks. Taylor Street 

Kids park is closed - it would be really nice if the wee ones had some amenity. Taylor Street 

Repair the park. Taylor Street 

The fact we pay a service charge for the “upkeep” of Dalquhurn is laughable. Sending 
maintenance worker to cut grass only is not good enough. 

Taylor Street 

Grit bins in all streets. Thimble Street 

Play parks need renovated and potholes. Thimble Street 

Grit bins in all streets. Thimble Street 

Play parks need renovated and potholes. Thimble Street 
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Annex 4 – Other lockdown improvement comments 

Allocation of houses to suit working from home. More understanding on house move applications. 

Better communication from management committee; don't feel a part of it as a Cordale tenant. 

Better communication re rent arrears during the lockdown - they could be better at communicating and more 
compassionate.  Sometimes communications can be really upsetting. 

Covid response has been brilliant - an amazing team in the office. 

Deal with fly tipping. 

How on earth can we be paying a service charge for the upkeep of Dalquhurn when the maintenance team were 
nowhere to be seen throughout lockdown? 

I am over the moon, delighted with my house and the service from Cordale.  I feel so blessed to be so contented in 
my flat.  The only minor point is that it is taken to may attempts to rectify a problem I have with my hot water - I 
am not inclined to complain about this as I am so happy with the service and the staff but there is room for 
improvement on this aspect. 

I feel Cordale Housing are good and fair landlords and they do what they safely can during lockdown. 

I was left with a very untidy repair and now no-one will look at it due to Coronavirus.  It was a really untidy job. 

Like I say don't see any reason why contractors can’t be doing external repairs over lockdown. 

Make it easier to get hold of neighbourhood officer. 

Maybe a call to older people to check how they are doing. 

My only comment is about making sure that workmen and visitors are instructed to wear a mask when visiting 
tenants. 

Repair was very professional and workmen were safe.  So nice. 

Send letters to let people know what's going on 

The repairs service regarding my windows.  Communication has been poor. 

There's always room to improve everything. 

Under the difficult circumstances I think they are doing the best they can to be fair. 

When lockdown eases if they could open the office. Would be easier to visit and speak to someone in the local 
area. 

 

 

 

 


